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The Northingtons
One Master Ministries

Patrick & Kim Oliver and family 

     "We have used Career Direct for all three of our children to assess their skillset, personality, interests and 
values in preparation for their college education.

     After the career assessment, Carey spent over 2 hours with each of our children, with us present, to get their 
feedback on the assessment and discuss the results.

     Carey is excellent at managing this debriefing session to get an accurate understanding of a person’s personal 
profile. I have recommended at least a half dozen people to use Carey to get a career assessment to use with their 
child to help with career planning. I believe that Career Direct is a great tool that can be used for career 
assessment and our family recommends Carey as a consultant for anyone who needs that service."

Help Your Teenager with Career Direction
*Why is 'Career Direct' part of One Master Ministries? For many families faced with 
exorbitant college expenses, having a clearer direction on declaring a college major reduces 
the cost. Additionally, we spend much of our waking hours working so discovering a career 
where one is gifted and enjoys, and serves the Lord in, becomes a stewardship issue. Here are 
two families we have helped with their teenage & young adult children.
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For The Kingdom,

Carey & Andrea

Scott & Andrea Nickell and family 

     "Back in the 1980's when I graduated from high school, I wanted to pursue a career in the 
aerospace engineering industry; however, some of my courses in college made me realize it was not 
a good fit.  

     While raising 4 kids, my wife and I wanted them to have more of a clue before they left for 
college.  We reached out to Carey when our oldest daughter, Mia, was a junior in high school to 
have her take the Career Direct assessment.  What followed was a very informative meeting with 
Carey to help us understand it better by taking several career matches and running them through a 
matrix of questions.  For Mia, the assessment helped confirm an idea for a major she was already 
thinking about which she is pursuing today as a junior in college.  

     Since then, we have had 2 more of our high school children take the Career Direct Assessment.    
I feel like we are all armed with better information about their natural gifts and abilities in order to 
help advise them through this stage of life.  Changing a major midway in college can be a big 
financial setback for some parents so I see Career Direct as a way to mitigate that possibility."

More information about Career Direct or to Register with Carey:  

www.DiscoverMyCareer.me

     If you have financially supported OMM in the last 12 months, there is a 40% discount for you on 
Career Direct. Please email us at carey.northington@gmail.com to ask about this great savings!
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